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Dear Mr. Cook, 

We have written three letters in the last four years (Feb 3rd 2014, January 25th and July 11th, 2013), 
recognizing and applauding you for your stewardship, maintaining and enhancing company’s core values, 

while creating amazing experiences for your customers by designing and launching some of the most 
innovative and successful technology products of our time. From near demise in 1997, Apple had a record 

year in 2015, ending the most recent quarter with $153 billion in net cash, annual free cash flow that in 2015 
was higher than the revenue of 460 of the Fortune 500 companies, and a product portfolio that is the envy of 

every tech company on the planet. We strongly believe Apple has magnificent opportunities ahead. 

However, after declining 5% in 2015, shares of Apple are down 6% year-to-date, 34% from their peak, and 
23% in the last 12 months, while S&P 500 and majority of leading technology stock are at or near their all-

time highs. This is the second time in four years that, in just a few months, Apple’s stock has experienced 
40% declines from its peak, an incredibly rare and unusual behavior for a company of this size and 

significance. We hope you agree that Apple’s influence as a company goes far beyond just the products it 

designs and manufactures: it’s a company that affects hundreds of communities, thousands of suppliers, 
millions of employees and shareholders, and tens of millions of devoted customers. The perception (or 

reality) of a company that is struggling, declining, and competitively losing, is not just optically damaging, but 
has long term implications for the health of all constituents involved. We continue to have deep admiration 

for Apple as a company, its employees and leadership, and believe there is more that can be done, should 
be done, and needs to be done, to deal with the very persistent, disturbing and disruptive volatility in Apple 

shares, particularly unbecoming of a company with $500+ billion in market capitalization. 

As we have mentioned in our previous letters, we do not believe a company’s CEO, board of directors, or 
management team, should engage in systematic activities to influence its stock price. However, we strongly 

believe that it is their fiduciary responsibility to build, disseminate, and continuously reiterate a narrative that 
is in line with the future vision and potentials of the company, one that we believe has a direct impact on 

markets, as well as investors’ perception and view of the company. For example, we respect Apple’s 

traditional approach of releasing products and services only when they are perfected, meet your highest 
quality standards, and address meaningfully large market opportunities. But we do not believe secrecy in 

product development and disseminating the vision of large, untapped, future opportunities are mutually 
exclusive. 

Unlike most naysayers and pundits, we do not believe Apple is on its way to become the next Research In 

Motion or Nokia, or have a ‘lost’ decade like Microsoft. As of now, the narrative around Apple has been built 
by a loud, boisterous, sensationalist and click-bait hungry media which every day put out more negative 

stories about iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch and ‘everything Apple’ than we have ever seen done to any 
company. We believe this has had a direct correlation to the continued negative sentiment around the stock 



and, from a valuation perspective, put Apple amongst the bargain basement companies such as Macy’s, 

Best Buy, IBM, and below that of even J.C. Penney, Wal-Mart and Intel. 

The table below (Figure 1) compares Apple’s price to earnings ratio to that of the market (S&P 500) as well 

as 34 companies from a variety of industries. Some are leading technology companies, some are fast 

growing tech, some are old tech, some are new retailers, some are soon-to-be-forgotten retailers, some are 
financial companies, and some are major suppliers or beneficiaries of selling your most coveted product, the 

iPhone. 

The S&P 500 is currently trading at 18.4x FY2016 earnings. Apple sells at 12.0x depressed and 
recently lowered FY2016 earnings. 

If we are to accept Mr. Market, Apple deserves to be selling at a lower earnings multiple than such 

remarkably visionary and technologically innovative companies that are changing our lives by introducing 
new and amazing products: Cisco (12.5x), Verizon (13.2x), Intel (13.3x), Micron (14.5x), and Sony (24.2x). 

And let’s not forget about how many times media, pundits and analysts have asked and received major 

innovations from eBay (13.1x), Qualcomm (13.4x), and Texas Instruments (21.1x) in recent years. *** 

Apple obviously doesn’t deserve to be compared to software companies or companies still in their rapid 

growth phase (NFLX, AMZN, FB). And Microsoft’s relentless and never ending losses in mobile market, as 

well as irregular and bumpy quarterly performances, surely deserves a 19.9x multiple, a premium to the 
market, and a 68% premium multiple to AAPL.*** 

Amongst some of the fastest growing retailers, with very defensible positions against the likes of Amazon, 

and superb financials on par with your company, Apple fairs well against Macy’s (10.1x), and Best Buy 
(10.4x) but deservedly trails J.C. Penney (12.8x). And let’s not forget about the innovation engine at all these 

retailers! We can see why JCP sells at a premium. It must be the new store redesigns!*** 

***Obviously we are being very sarcastic, pointing out the lunacy of Mr. Market, and lumping Apple with     
companies in the ‘bargain/undesirable’ pile 

Figure 1. 

 

The message is very clear: Millions of investors and market participants around the world have decided 

that Apple is a below average company (after all, it sells at a multiple that is 35% below S&P 500), its 

future opportunities, financials, innovation engine and growth prospects are below those of AT&T, 

Verizon, Intel, Cisco, Wal-Mart, Micron, eBay and even J.C. Penney. 

Price EPS - '16E Forward PE

Netflix $97.09 $0.28 346.8x

Amazon 727.65 5.45 133.5x

Facebook 118.56 3.57 33.2x

Sony $28.77 $1.19 24.2x

Alphabet 742.52 33.54 22.1x

Texa Instruments $62.14 $2.95 21.1x

General Electric $30.24 $1.50 20.2x

Priceline 1340.07 67.32 19.9x

Microsoft 51.62 2.67 19.3x

S&P 500 $2,115.48 $114.73 18.4x

SAP 80.74 4.5 17.9x

KLA-Tencor 73.41 4.31 17.0x

Disney 97.84 5.81 16.8x

Wal-Mart 71.09 4.25 16.7x

Applied Materials 24.42 1.51 16.2x

EMC 27.87 1.8 15.5x

Corning 21.03 1.4 15.0x

Oracle 39.05 2.62 14.9x

Micron 12.51 0.86 14.5x

Price EPS - '16E Forward PE

AT&T 40.09 2.86 14.0x

Lam Research 83.63 6.21 13.5x

Qualcomm 54.98 4.09 13.4x

Intel 31.94 2.4 13.3x

Verizon 51.95 3.95 13.2x

eBay 24.33 1.86 13.1x

J.C. Penney (FY'17) 8.42 0.66 12.8x

Cisco 29.14 2.33 12.5x

Wells Fargo 49.14 4.11 12.0x

Apple $99.65 $8.28 12.0x

JP Morgan Chase 64.75 5.67 11.4x

IBM 153.42 13.51 11.4x

Best Buy 30.1 2.9 10.4x

HP Enterprise 19.55 1.88 10.4x

Macy's 33.6 3.32 10.1x

Xerox 10.12 1.09 9.3x

HP Inc. 13.84 1.6 8.7x

Simian Research, FactSet, B loomberg; all data as of 06/09/2016



Does the company ever wonder why there is such a significant markdown? Do you truly believe that by just 

‘making the best products for our customers’, the multiple gap will shrink and go away? Does your board, or 

your management team ever wonder why your stock is in the bargain basement bin and treated as a 

significantly below average company? Is anyone at Apple even curious why your shares trade at barely a 

premium to HP Enterprise, IBM and Xerox, below Micron, Corning, Wal-Mart, and J.C. Penney, and 

significantly below Alphabet, GE, Disney, and Microsoft? Are these companies more innovative than Apple? 

Have they launched some of the most life-changing products we have had in the last decade? Do they all 

have ecosystems resembling the iOS/tvOS/MacOS? Do they have your massive, loyal and paying customer 

base, who continuously pay premium prices, generating your significantly above average industry profit 

margins? Do they have stronger balance sheet, free cash flow or GAAP earnings?  

Is anyone at Apple listening to the sounds of the market or does anyone in Cupertino even care? 

These questions cannot be answered by ‘let’s try to make the best products for our customers’ and all will be 

fine. This trend of significant discount to the market, and your peers, is not new and has been a companion 

to the stock for the last five years, even during the time Apple was posting 45% revenue growth and 61% 

earnings growth in FY2012 or 28%, and 35%, respectively, in FY2015. 

Recently Barron’s wrote: “Apple tallies its earnings under generally accepted accounting principles, or 

GAAP, as all companies must. But unlike many, it doesn’t then direct investor attention to a cleaned-up 

measure of earnings that excludes restructuring costs, option awards to employees, legal settlements, and 

so on. Using GAAP numbers, the S&P 500 trades above 23 times trailing earnings. Write-offs have been 

unusually large of late because of a deep downturn in the energy sector, but even assuming a more typical 

pace of write-offs, the market would trade at about 20 times trailing GAAP earnings.” But again, the market, 

and millions of global investors, seem not to care about such important statistics when it comes to Apple. 

We could somehow understand if investors deemed Apple not to be deserving of a premium multiple and 

believed the company to be just average: An average company in technology sector, an average mega-cap 

company in S&P 500; a company with average innovation, average balance sheet, average cash flow, 

average management, and average growth prospects. Then one would expect the stock would trade at an 

average multiple, which would be 18.4x forward earnings estimates, in line with the S&P 500. However, that 

would mean the stock should currently be trading at $153, 53% higher than present levels. Obviously there 

is a disconnect here. We may be right or may be wrong about the reasons behind such significant 

divergence, but what we are certain about is that there is a disconnect. 

We sincerely hope that your team does not see the Berkshire Hathaway recent investment in shares of 

Apple as a sign of just what is right with the company, but the reality that Mr. Buffett and his team are seeing 

your shares trading at a significant discount to its intrinsic value, and a deep discount to its peers and the 

market, by almost any financial measure. Interestingly, there are many prominent investors who are shorting 

your stock at current prices, even though your stock is trading at valuation multiples that are below those, 

here we go again, J.C. Penney, Cisco and Intel, and barely in line with IBM and Best Buy. 

We believe one of the strongest reasons behind this phenomenon is the extremely negative narrative 

surrounding your company: iPhone sales have peaked, margins have peaked, iPad sales are in a continued 

pattern of declining sales, Apple Watch is a flop, iTunes is a mess, Mac business is declining and too small 

to even matter, Chinese market is at the beginning of erosion caused by lower priced smartphones and 

government intervention, and Apple has lost its innovation mojo and will not be able to find a new product to 

compensate for the declining iPhone sales. Lastly, for several quarters during the last 5 years, the company 



has missed consensus revenue and earnings estimates. These negative headlines have combined to define 

a narrative that the best days of Apple are behind us and the future is bleak. 

We believe the laissez–faire attitude toward the media, pundits, sensationalists, and cynics, who have 

defined this narrative about Apple, its products, and its innovation engine, have only helped their cause. 

Apple is not a small tech company that has yet to be discovered. It is the most widely watched, followed, 

talked about, analyzed, revered, and even ridiculed company on the planet. The company cannot completely 

dismiss or ignore the rumors, speculations and innuendos, and let them define the iPhone, iPad, Apple 

Watch, and the innovations that tens of thousands of your employees continue to work on every day. 

We strongly believe Apple and its management team need to build a new and bold narrative, and publicly 

share their roadmap and vision of the future for Apple’s products and services. The company needs to re-

establish itself as not just one with stupendously rich balance sheet, but a technology leader with a strong 

vision beyond a single mega-successful hardware. This will require reacting to major issues with a more 

effective public relations effort, as well as more responsive investor relations. 

After fraud, there is probably nothing investors despise more than disappointment as a result of a surprise. 

And that is precisely what they have been getting in the last few quarters. Not because Apple has been 

providing optimistic guidance, but because the consensus view has been meaningfully above company’s 

guidance, and the reported results subsequently failed to meet those foolishly optimistic estimates. This has 

been a source of significant consternation for investors. While you have not missed any of your guided 

financial metrics, according to Wall Street analysts’ consensus numbers, Apple has indeed missed several 

quarterly revenue, earnings, iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch targets in the last four years, each time causing 

significant decline in the stock price. Even though one would be correct in arguing that such is the fault of 

Wall Street analysts, the reality is the market doesn’t make such distinction.  

Besides the mandatory quarterly conference calls, we recognize that Apple’s management team has 

decided not to actively engage the investment community. We also get the notion that your board of 

directors and the senior management team have likely decided that if all these blunders are caused by the 

erroneous estimates that the uninformed Wall Street analysts have concocted, and sensationalized by the 

clickbait masters at Business Insider, then it is their fault and not ours. But the reality is somewhere in 

between. Wall Street analysts, fund manager, investors and shareholders aren’t evil or malicious. They need 

guidance. They need a vision. They need to see, hear, and be able to reasonably project Apple’s future 

potentials and need to see your roadmap in order to have a reasonable confidence in your continued future 

success. And obviously, they need to see you deliver on that vision, and not disappoint. 

Apple is an exceptional company that is scrutinized more than any we have seen in the last decade or more. 

Every move, every whisper, every hint, every innuendo, every twitch, every rumor is inordinately magnified. 

In a recent Bloomberg article, the criticism of the company was highlighted by saying “If one duty of public 

company executives is to under promise and over deliver, Apple has flopped in that job.” We wholeheartedly 

disagree that public companies have a ‘duty’ to under promise and over deliver. But we do agree that it is 

generally the way successful public companies manage ‘expectations’ and significantly reduce volatility in 

their stock price.  

As a significant part of building and delivering a new narrative, we believe Apple needs to step up its 

acquisitions. By most accounts, the $3 billion purchase of Beats has been a success. Although late into 

music streaming, the power of your 800 million iTunes user base enabled the company to sign up 13 million 

paying subscribers to Apple Music in less than a year. We understand it is not in Apple’s DNA to make large 

acquisitions. We have always argued with clients against the idea of buying Twitter (makes absolutely no 



sense strategically), Tesla, or many others. But we do believe that you can accomplish two very significant 

points by making several medium-sized acquisitions: First, the rapid move into key areas where there is 

substantial opportunity (home, cloud, media, streaming), and second, to help with the narrative that Apple 

has significant growth opportunities in software, services, and even hardware, in the next decade or more. 

We have absolutely no personal investment nor do we have any recommendations on any of these 

companies. But we believe acquiring Sonos, Hulu, Vevo and Box, would help Apple rapidly expand into 

areas where it can significantly add value to the iOS ecosystem and help build the narrative surrounding the 

future of Apple as it sells more software and services to its massive customer base. 

Sonos is a brilliant complement to Apple TV, Beats and iTunes. The company has created its own 

ecosystem, a cult following, and builds hardware products that in their clean design and functionality 

resemble those of Apple. Sonos is in the midst of a restructuring, having laid off some employees with plans 

to develop products and services more in tune with the new world of streaming music services, as well as 

building a retail presence. This may be the perfect timing to acquire a company that can accelerate Apple’s 

move into every living room, beyond just the Apple TV. We see significant upside potential for Apple 

products in a fully connected home, from Wi-Fi routers and extenders, to multi-room wireless speakers, as 

well as streaming music and video services.  

Hulu and Vevo are two other complementary services that can accelerate the launch of programming on 

Apple TV and even increase the value of the iTunes ecosystem. With 17 billion monthly videos views, 

Vevos’ popularity has soared in recent years. Apple can embed Vevo as a channel within iTunes and even 

include it as a complementary service to Apple Music subscribers. Hulu on the other hand can become the 

cornerstone of offering a video streaming service, not only competing with Netflix, but also accelerating your 

move into offering tens of millions of users a true alternative to cable companies. Both Hulu and YouTube 

have publicized their intentions of offering a cable-style online TV service as early as this Fall. Pay up, 

accelerate, acquire, and do whatever you need to break the cable companies’ monopolies by offering a 

strong, viable, but low cost cable/video service that would run on the Apple TV platform. And make it part of 

the new narrative and long-term opportunity Apple has to monetize its massive and captive user base. 

There is a prevailing argument that iTunes and iCloud have become too cumbersome and difficult to use. 

With the massive growth of cloud computing, iCloud remains one of the least desired cloud services 

offerings even when compared to Microsoft’s OneDrive, and especially Dropbox, and Google Drive. For a 

mere $2 billion, Box can help fix the shortcomings of iCloud, extend its reach, and as a major side bonus, 

extend the reach of Apple into enterprise customers. 

The total price tag for these four acquisitions will probably be less than $10 billion, but it sends a strong 

message that Apple does indeed plan on selling profitable and recurring software and services products to 

the owners of the 1.5 billion (and growing) iOS devices. Ten billion dollars in ‘smart’ acquisitions is very likely 

to add $50 billion in market capitalization to the company very quickly, and even more importantly, help 

Apple in defining the new narrative around the future opportunities for the company and significantly ease 

investors’ concerns regarding iPhone’s future contributions. 

The perception that Apple is no longer innovating, the perception that it is losing market share to Android 

and low cost smartphones, the perception that iPad is in a long-term demise, the perception that iCloud 

services are inferior to Google, Microsoft and Amazon, the perception that iTunes is far behind Spotify and 

Netflix in delivering streaming services, the perception that Apple Watch is a major failure, the perception 

that your margins will decline meaningfully over the next few years, and the many more negative 



perceptions that are constantly filling daily headlines, continue to create a nearly un-investable atmosphere 

for large shareholders. 

The magnificently large share repurchase program, dividends, and other financial maneuvers of the last few 

years, have not worked effectively enough. The company has spent $117 billion between Q4 2012 and Q2 

of 2016, reducing diluted share count form 6.63 billion to 5.54 billion, retiring nearly 1.1 billion shares. 

Although hard to quantify, it is somewhat obvious that this has had a positive impact on Apple shares, as 

well as your EPS. However, this has done nothing to improve the significant gap that has existed between 

the market and Apple’s PE multiples. Mr. Cook, we are hoping that you and your board recognize, and are 

alarmed by, this significant disconnect. 

As a result of the share repurchase program, and your inability to repatriate excess overseas cash due to 

unfavorable tax treatments, Apple’s debt has gone up to $65 billion, up from zero a few years ago. Your 

stock is one of the most compelling investments in capital markets and we hope that you continue your 

aggressive buy back. But the reality is that at some point, when it crosses $100 or $150 billion, the 

magnificently large debt, will give the media, pundits and clickbait junkies yet another headline story to tell, 

and adds another reason as to why your stock ‘needs’ to trade at a 35% discount to S&P 500. Buying back 

your stock or ‘making the best products for our customers’ is not going to address the glaring disconnect 

between your performance and the market’s evaluation of it. 

Apple has lost more than $184 billion in market capitalization in the last 13 months, an alarming amount for 

your investors and employees alike, while S&P 500, after a volatile year, is back near its all-time high. Yes, 

we do agree that over the last 5 and 10 years, the company and its stock price have done remarkably well. 

But that is not a reason to think it will do so for the next 1, 2, 5, or 10 years.  

Other tech companies have stumbled too. Amazon, Google, and Microsoft have missed Wall Street 

estimates and have seen significant volatility in their stock price. But what they have done successfully is 

alter their strategy and provide a growth story, a new narrative, with a consistent delivery of that message to 

the public markets: Amazon with AWS, Google with YouTube and its moonshot investments, and Microsoft 

with Azure and focus on enterprise segment. After frustrating everyone for more than a decade, Amazon 

decided to ‘emphasize’, breakout, and talk about their significant cloud opportunities. Although they still face 

negative reaction to a ‘missed’ quarter, the narrative and story of Amazon has changed significantly. 

We may be a boutique shop, but our clients have always appreciated our differentiated views. Investors are 

extremely fatigued by the continued barrage of negativity around Apple’s stock, and we are certain your 

employees are tired of seeing the company being dragged and kicked everyday as well. We strongly believe 

Apple shares should be trading at a premium, but frankly would be satisfied with market multiples at this 

time, especially given that we see potential for significant revenue and earnings growth in the next 2-5 years. 

We are hoping that the topics we have raised would help in providing some context around the issues we 

believe have contributed to the very significant discount Apple shares are trading at, and are confident that 

your team can tackle these issues forcefully and successfully.  

Sincerely,   

Ken Kiarash 
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Senior Equity Analyst 
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